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History of the Internet 
Introduction 
Perhaps one of the greatest inventions of our time is the Internet. Without a doubt, the net has 
had a profound effect on almost every aspect of our lives. The formation of the Internet has 
changed the way we do business, communicate, entertain, retrieve information, and even educate 
ourselves. Nevertheless, the Internet might not have ever materialized if it had not been for some 
innovative thinkers from the Advanced Research Project Agency, who created "ARPANET." 
In collaboration with several educational and research institutions, the agency created the packet-
switching technologies that form the basis of the Internet today. 
The Internet Timeline display illustrates a chronology of notable events that led to the Internet's 
creation and concludes with the thirtieth anniversary of the ARPANET experiment. The display 
begins with the arms race of the 1950's and the resultant fears of the Cold War, especially 
brought on by the Soviet Union's launching of Sputnik I (1957). The events continue into the 
1960's with new packet-switching theories and finally the first network connection with UCLA 
in 1969. The 1970's network expanded overseas and became more advanced with, electronic 
mail, telnet, and other user systems. Queen Elizabeth II made Internet history with her first email 
message in 1976, which is included in the timeline display. The late 1970's also included other 
types of internets using vans equipped with satellites and packet radio systems. During the 1980's 
the ARPANET project continued to add hosts; however, the network was divided into 
MILNET, which became integrated into the Defense Data Network. Furthermore, with the 
advent of supercomputers, the National Science Foundation, a government entity, formed its 
own network, NSFNET, which had high-speed lines and could handle more traffic than the 
aging ARPANETsystem.  
Finally, in February of 1990, the ARPANET project fulfilled its mission and was formally 
decommissioned; consequently, the NSFNET was assigned to be the backbone of the system. 
Realizing the potential for electronic commerce, Congressional legislation allowed the Internet to 
become commercialized for general public use and access. 
The basis of our Internet Timeline derives from Robert H. Zakon's Hobbes' Internet Timeline v. 
5.0, recognized by the pioneers of the Internet as the definitive timeline and history.  
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